
 
  
 

COG 2016 
Atlanta 

 
Workshop starts: NOON 

Noon-1pm:  Sign in, introductions, and eat lunch 
  Hand out folders and provide name tags 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Session 1 (4¼ hours)          SESSION 1 START: 1pm 
 
1-2pm:  Introduction: Research training session: ori.hhs.gov/TheResearchClinic 
  Office of Research Integrity interactive video simulation—Bob [1 hour] 
 
2-2:10pm: BREAK [10 minutes]  
 
2:10-2:50pm: Review all Bright IDEAS PSST handouts—Megan 

Emphasize that Bright IDEAS is one type or approach to learning problem-
solving techniques.  Review 2 manuals; worksheets; booklet; access to ePSST 
[40 minutes] 

 
2:50-3pm: Listen to video clip of Introduction to ePSST and quick tour of the website-- 

Megan [10 minutes] 
 
3-4pm:  PowerPoint presentation on Bright IDEAS PSST (broad overview) and evidence-

based practice-OJ and Bob [60 minutes] 
 
4:-5pm:           Translating clinical research to practice                                                                   

Lessons to be learned from setting up a clinical service offering Bright IDEAS 
PSST as researchtranslating research to practice.  Bob, OJ, Megan, Cate, and 
Wendy: What have we learned from our first three groups of trainees?  Review 
Table 5 and 2 types of follow-up forms- essential to NCI future support for 
any psychosocial research. [45 minutes] 

 
5-5:15pm:        HOMEWORK before the next session: I Identify a problem (real one!!) 

Give participants access to website—Megan [15 minutes] 
       
 
 
 
 



 
 
7:30-8:30am Breakfast [1 hour]  DAY 2 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Session 2 (4¼ hours)      SESSION 2 START: 8:30am 
 
8:30-8:45am: Review the Session 1 activities and take questions (OJ, Bob, Megan, Cate, 

Wendy) [15 minutes] 
 
8:45-10am: Start with a role play (OJ and Megan--15 min).  Split into groups of 2 and work on 

refining the Identified problem. This process involves role plays where each of 
the trainees is a person with a problem/life challenge or a health care provider. 
After about 15 minutes they change roles. Workshop leaders will listen to as 
many of the role plays as possible (30 min). Large group discussion about this 
step that includes a video clip from the ePSST website on Identifying a problem 
(15 min).  Critique what you see on the video clip (good, bad, and the ugly).  
(5 min video + 10 min discussion) [75 minutes] 

 
10-10:15am BREAK (drinks and snacks) [15 minutes] 
 
10:15-11:15: Start with a role play (Bob and Megan-10 minutes). Split into groups of 2 and 

work on D Define your options. This follows the same process as above, except 
shorter (10 minutes and then change roles). Note that more time is allocated for 
Identify a problem since our experience has been that identifying the problem is 
the most challenging step and is critical to successful implementation. After 20 
minutes, there is a large group discussion about this step and this includes a 
video clip from the ePSST website on Defining your options. Critique what you 
saw on the video clip. (5 min video + 10 min discussion) [60 minutes]          

 
11:15-11:20: STRETCH [5 minutes] 

 
11:20-11:45: How to use the website with your patients, including Spanish site.—Megan, Cate, 

and Wendy [25 minutes] 
 
11:45-12:45  Start with a role play (Wendy and Megan-10 minutes). E Evaluate your options 

and review the session’s activities.  This follows the same process as above.10 
minutes and then change roles. After 20 minutes, there is a large group 
discussion about this step and this includes a video clip from the ePSST website 
on Evaluating your options. Critique what you saw on the video clip.  
(5 min video + 10 minute discussion)  [60 minutes]  

  
HOMEWORK before the next session: Review all materials and come with questions. 
                      
            END:12:45pm 
 
 
12:45-1:30pm: LUNCH [45 minutes] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Session 3 (4 hours)        SESSION 3 START: 1:30pm 
 
1:30-1:45pm:  Review questions from sessions 1 and 2. (OJ, Bob, Megan, Cate, Wendy) [15 

minutes] 
 
1:45-2:30pm: Start with a role play (Cate and Megan-10 minutes).  This follows the same 

process we have already used.  Role plays of A Act and review ePSST video. 
Same process (10+ 10 +10 min discussion + 5 video +10 discussion of video) 
and timing as D and E.  [45 minutes] 

 
2:30-3:00pm: Start with a role play (OJ and Megan). Continue with the same process, but less 

time. Role plays of S See if it worked. This is based on the idea that most 
solutions are not perfect and how can you refine your solution. Same process (5+ 
5 + 5 min discussion+ 5 video +10 discussion of video) and timing as A, D, and 
E. [30 minutes] 

 
3:00-3:30: Workshop Evaluation Forms and post-test knowledge of PSST.  
  Sign up for phone consultation calls.  Remind participants about the follow-up 

forms that are essential regarding our NIH commitments.  Write down 
reactions and share [30 minutes]  

 
3:30-3:45pm:  BREAK (Drinks and snacks) [15 minutes] 
 
3:45-4:30pm: How are you going to implement PSST?  Utilize the PSST model to discuss how 

to implement PSST for each participant. I: How can you implement PSST into 
your practice (who, what, when, where, why). The group will generate solutions 
and role play barriers (30 minutes).  Are the strategies different across 
disciplines? Follow-up forms and Table 5.  (OJ, Bob, Megan, Cate, Wendy) [45 
minutes] 

 
                     Workshop ENDS:  4:30PM 
 
 
DAY 1 
Real time: Lunch 12-1 
Workshop 1-5:15 
 
DAY 2 
Breakfast 7:30-8:30 
Workshop 8:30-12:45 
 
DAY 2 
Lunch: 12:45-1:30 
Workshop 1:30-4:30 
 
 
. 


